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Abstract Thyroid disease and diabetes mellitus, the

most common disorders in endocrine practice, are not

infrequently associated in the same subject. An altered

thyroid function may affect glucose tolerance and worsen

metabolic control in patients with diabetes. Thyrotoxicosis

increases the risk of hyperglycemic emergencies, while a

clinically relevant hypothyroidism may have a detrimental

effect on glycemic control in diabetic patients. The asso-

ciation of alterations in thyroid function with diabetes

mellitus may adversely affect the risk of cardiovascular and

microvascular complications resulting from diabetes.

Moreover, the treatments used for both diabetes and thy-

roid disease, respectively, can impact one other. Finally,

multinodular goiter, but not thyroid carcinoma, was shown

to be more prevalent in type 2 diabetes mellitus. Aim of the

present Position Statement is to focus on the evidence

concerning the association of thyroid disease and diabetes

mellitus and to provide some practical suggestions for an

updated clinical management.
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ADA American Diabetes Association

AITD Autoimmune thyroid disease
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BMI Body mass index

CTLA-4 Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4

CV Cardiovascular

CVD Cardiovascular diseases

DIO Deiodinase

DKA Diabetic ketoacidosis
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ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

FT3 Free tri-iodothyronine

FT4 Free thyroxine

GAD-Abs Glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies

GDM Gestational diabetes mellitus

GLP-1 Glucagon-like peptide 1

GLUT Glucose transporter

GO Graves’ orbitopathy

HDL High-density lipoprotein

IA2 Islet antigen-2

IAA Insulin antibody

ICA Islet cell antibody

IGT Impaired glucose tolerance

LDL Low-density lipoprotein

LoE Evels of evidence

MEN Multiple endocrine neoplasia

OGTT Oral glucose tolerance test

OR Odds ratio

PPTD Post-partum thyroid dysfunction

SU Sulfonylureas

T1DM Type 1 diabetes mellitus

T2DM Type 2 diabetes mellitus

T3 Tri-iodothyronine

TgAb Anti-thyroglobulin antibodies

TPOAb Anti-thyroperoxidase antibodies

TRAb Anti-TSH receptor antibodies

TSH Thyrotropin

Why a consensus document on thyroid disease

and diabetes mellitus?

Thyroid disease and diabetes mellitus (DM) are the most

common endocrine disorders in clinical practice and are

often associated in the same individual. In some cases,

there is a common genetic/epigenetic substrate, while in

others the association stems from the increased incidence

of these pathologic conditions with advancing age.

The GRADE (Grading of recommendation, assessment,

development, and evaluation) system was adopted in the

preparation of the present document to ensure a well-bal-

anced assessment of the data from the available literature.

Briefly, the GRADE system classifies evidence into four

quality levels (very low, low, moderate, or high, using the

following symbols, respectively, LoE����, ����,

����, ����, and recommendations into two grades

(strong or weak). The strong and weak recommendations

are labeled as ‘‘recommendations’’ and ‘‘suggestions’’,

respectively. Each recommendation/suggestion is based on

the quality of supporting evidence and downgraded or

upgraded according to adjunctive factors (e.g., inconsistent

results, indirect evidence, lack of precision, and limited

number of relevant publications downgraded the recom-

mendations/suggestions while large effect size, narrow

confidence intervals, and clinically significant endpoints

upgraded the recommendations/suggestions) and the level

of panel agreement [1–5].

Epidemiology of diabetes mellitus and the association

with thyroid disease

In iodine-replete areas, the prevalence of spontaneous

hypothyroidism is 1–2 %, and it is ten times more common

in women, especially in the elderly [6], while lower figures

have been reported in areas of iodine deficiency [7]. In the

Whickham Survey in Northeast England, 8 % of women

and 3 % of men had subclinical hypothyroidism [8], and

the annual incidence of spontaneous hypothyroidism was,

respectively, 3.5/1,000 and 0.6/1,000 during a 20-year

follow-up [9]. A higher prevalence (about 10 %) was found

in studies of elderly persons [10].

Data from the Whickham cohort showed a prevalence of

4.7/1,000 and an incidence of 0.8/1,000/year for hyper-

thyroidism in women, with negligible figures in men [8, 9].

In an iodine deficient community of Southern Italy, the

reported prevalence of hyperthyroidism was 2.9 % [7].

In Italy, more than 3 million individuals are affected

with diabetes, which is about 5.5 % of the general popu-

lation. Of this group, a non-negligible portion [approxi-

mately 250,000 individuals (7.6 %)] have type 1 diabetes

(T1DM) [11]. It is noteworthy that the prevalence of

alterations of thyroid function in patients with DM is

higher than in the general population [12–15]. In an

observational study of 1,301 adults with diabetes, an

average prevalence of altered thyroid function was reported

(13.4 %) higher in women with T1DM (31.4 %) and lower

in males with type 2 diabetes (T2DM, 6.9 %) [16]. A meta-

analysis of 10,920 diabetic patients showed an average

frequency of thyroid disease of 11 % with no difference

between T1DM and T2DM, but with a higher prevalence in

women [15].

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (AITDs) are the most

frequent autoimmune pathologies associated with T1DM

[17]. Table 1 reports the prevalence of AITD in T1DM

patients. The frequency of clinical, latent, or potential
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AITD is extremely variable (range, 3.9–24 %) in different

studies because of differences in study populations

regarding age (children, adolescents, or adults), ethnic

group, number of subjects, different methods of thyroid

auto-antibodies determination, evaluation of thyroid auto-

antibodies also in the non-diabetic population, and TSH

determinations [18].

In AITD patients, both T1DM and/or anti-pancreas auto-

antibodies are more prevalent compared to the general

population. In fact, T1DM occurs in 3–8 % of patients

affected by chronic autoimmune thyroiditis and in 1–5 %

of patients with Graves’ disease [11, 39, 52–54]. Further-

more, markers of autoimmune diabetes are frequently

found in patients with AITD without clinical diabetes at the

following rates: ICA in 1.3–19 % [53, 55–60], GAD-Abs

in 5.1–11 % [53, 61, 62], IA2 antibodies in 0.9–4 % [63,

64], and IAA in 3.8–3.9 % [61].The risk of AITD patients

with positive anti-pancreas antibodies developing T1DM is

increased with higher ICA titles and family history of

T1DM [65, 66] and is directly correlated to the number of

Table 1 Frequency of AITD in more than 52,000 T1DM patients

Year Author (ref) No. of

cases

Age Thyroid

antibodies

only (%)

Clinical

hypothy-

roidism (%)

Clinical

hyperthy-

roidism (%)

Subclinical

thyroid

dysfunction (%)

Total AITD

(%)

1963 Moore [19] 33 Adults 15.0 3.0 n.r. n.r. 18.0

1970 Goldstein [20] 155 Children 8.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1970 Irvine [21] 671 All ages 17.5 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1973 Nerup [22] 66 n.r. 17.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1980 Neufeld [23] 504 Children 17.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1981 Riley [24] 771 Children 17.6 n.r. n.r. n.r.

1982 Court [25] 134 Children/adults 10.4 2.2 n.r. n.r. 12.6

1982 Kokkonen [26] 84 12–19 years 11.9 0.0 n.r. n.r. 11.9

1984 Gilani [27] 58 1–18 years 12.0 3.5 n.r. n.r. 15.5

1985 Maclaren [28] 1,456 All ages 23.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1987 Drell [29] 3,779 n.r. 17.9 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1990 Kontiainen [30] 133 Children 24.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1992 Landin-Ollson [31] 473 15–34 years 5.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1995 Radetti [32] 1,419 Children 2.5 0.07 0.07 1.3 3.9

1995 Perros [16] 406 Adults n.r. 10.5 4.2 8.1 n.r.

1995 Abrams [33] 157 10–39 years 17.1 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

1996 Jefferson [34] 974 Children n.r. 2.2 0.2 n.r. n.r.

1996 Lorini [35] 212 Children/adolescents 16.4 n.r. 0.4 n.r. 16.8

1997 Presotto [36] 1,741 All ages 11.8 0.8 1.6 n.r. 14.1

1998 McCanlies [37] 265 Children n.r. 15.1 9.3 11.5 n.r.

1998 Chang [38] 243 n.r. 21.8 n.r. n.r. n.r. 21.8

1999 Hansen [39] 105 Children 13.3 0.9 n.r. 1 15.2

1999 Roldan [40] 204 \20 years n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. 17.6

2000 Gambelunghe [41] 67 Adults 12.0 6.0 1.5 4.5 24.0

2000 Rattarasarn [42] 50 All ages 32.0 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

2001 De Block [43] 399 All ages 17.0 4.0 3.0 n.r. 24.0

2002 Kordonouri [44] 7,097 Children/adolescents 21.6 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

2004 Barova [45] 210 All ages 29.6 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

2005 Prazny [46] 51 Adults 13.7 7.8 0 2.0 22.5

2005 Vondra [47] 49 18–35 years 26.5 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

2005 Barker [48] 814 Children 29 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

2006 Volzke [49] 224 Adults 19.6 0.9 0.4 3.5 n.r.

2007 Mantovani [50] 383 Children/adolescents 16.7 n.r. n.r. 7.3 n.r.

2010 Warncke [51] 28,671 All ages 19.6 n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

All cases 52,058 2.5–32 0–15.1 0.07–9.3 1–11.5 3.9–24

n.r not reported
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positive serological pancreatic autoimmune markers [67].

Therefore, patients with AITD should be carefully evalu-

ated for clinical, latent, or potential T1DM, and vice versa.

The frequency of thyroid dysfunction in T2DM patients

appears to be equal to that of T1DM patients, probably due

to the older age of the former [68, 69]. Hypothyroidism is

the most common form of thyroid dysfunction in diabetic

patients, with a prevalence of 5.7 % [16]. Prevalence was

reportedly 8.6 % in the female diabetic population [69] and

6 % in diabetic adolescents [70]. The study conducted by

Dı́ez et al. [71] on 2023 subjects showed a significantly

increased risk of hypothyroidism in patients with T2DM

over 65 years of age [odds ratio (OR), 4.2] with clear

differences between males and females (OR 4.82 vs. 2.60),

obese and non-obese (OR 2.56 vs. 3.11) patients, with and

without thyroid auto-antibodies (OR 4.26 vs. 2.93). The

development of hypothyroidism seems to be directly rela-

ted to autoimmune thyroiditis, macroangiopathy, and

treatment with metformin. These data suggest the oppor-

tunity of screening for hypothyroidism in patients with

T2DM over 65 years of age, especially in the presence of

macrovascular complications or metformin treatment.

The prevalence of hyperthyroidism in subjects with

diabetes is about 1 % higher than in the general population

[16]. In patients with T2DM, the prevalence of newly

diagnosed subclinical hyperthyroidism is reportedly 4.3 %

in females and 3.5 % in males, with relative risk signifi-

cantly increased only in females [72]. As compared to

diabetic patients without hyperthyroidism, those with

subclinical hyperthyroidism were older, had a longer

duration of diabetes, lower values of fasting blood glucose,

a higher prevalence of goiter, and were more often on diet

therapy. Multivariate analysis shows that age and the pre-

sence of goiter are significantly correlated with subclinical

hyperthyroidism in patients with T2DM. In conclusion,

advanced age and the presence of goiter are significantly

and independently correlated with the presence of sub-

clinical hyperthyroidism in the diabetic population.

The presence of T2DM does not predict the incidence of

thyroid dysfunction in the elderly diabetic population [73].

Moreover, there seems to be no relationship between thy-

roid disease and clinical parameters related to diabetes,

such as duration of disease, degree of glycemic control, and

presence of complications [74].

Clinical implications of the association between thyroid

dysfunction and diabetes mellitus

Genetics: polyendocrine autoimmune syndromes

T1DM and AITD are two conditions mediated by organ-

specific T-cells. They may not infrequently occur in the

same individual or in his/her family members [75, 76],

suggesting a common genetic susceptibility. This increased

susceptibility for autoimmune diseases seems confirmed by

a body of data. The prevalence of autoimmune thyroiditis

and/or thyroid antibodies in patients with T1DM can be as

high as 48 % compared with 3–10 % in the general pop-

ulation. The incidence of post-partum thyroiditis in patients

with T1DM is three times that observed in the general

population [77]. Auto-antibodies (TPOAb and TgAb) are

more frequent in patients with T1DM and their first-degree

relatives [78], and their presence seems to predict a higher

risk of thyroid dysfunction [79–82]. As for the influence of

epigenetic factors, the risk of AITD in a family whose

father is affected by T1DM increases by 6 % as compared

to 3 % if the mother is affected. Despite the strong genetic

association, knowledge is lacking in regards to the genetic

transmission of the combined susceptibility for T1DM and

AITD [14]. A genome-linkage-scan of 88 multi-genera-

tional families with diabetes and thyroiditis has shown that

HLAII, CTLA4, FOXP3, and PTPN22 are the major genes

involved in susceptibility to joint T1DM and AITD [83].

Numerous other loci have been proposed for potential

genetic susceptibility [14, 84].

The co-existence of T1DM and AITD in the same

patient is a variant of autoimmune polyglandular syndrome

(APS), type 3 (APS-3 variant). More than one third of

patients with T1DM develop APS. In addition to possible

AITD (Hashimoto’s thyroiditis or Graves’ disease) in

15–30 % of cases, autoimmune gastritis and/or pernicious

anemia (5–10 %), celiac disease (4–9 %), vitiligo

(2–10 %), or Addison’s disease (0.5 %) [85–87] may

occur.

In clinical practice, it is useful to screen T1DM patients.

According to the American Diabetes Association (ADA)

[88] and the Canadian Diabetes Association [89], the

screening should include TSH, TPOAb, and TgAb. The

ADA specifies that TSH should be measured after obtain-

ing satisfactory glycemic control. Long-term follow-up

should include a periodic assessment of thyroid function

(with TSH and TPOAb determination). Thus, tests should

be run at 1 to 2-year intervals if TPOAbs are initially

negative, and more frequently (up to every 6 months) if

TPOAbs are positive or if there are symptoms of dys-

functional goiter or, in pediatric age, there is a reduction in

linear growth [85, 88, 89]. Besides clinical evaluation, the

possible coexistence or potential onset of T1DM in AITD

patients, especially in case of younger subjects and/or

family history of T1DM, can be evaluated by measuring

fasting glucose, glycated hemoglobin (A1c) and ICA and

GAD-Abs at the time of diagnosis of AITD. Re-evaluation

for T1DM over the time should be based on initial findings:

positive ICA and/or GAD-Abs subjects require careful

clinical follow-up and periodic glucose determinations; in
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patients with initial normal findings further evaluation can

rely on clinical findings. In case of a T1DM-AITD asso-

ciation, a genetic study of the patient is advised along with

a serological screening of first-degree relatives in the

context of probable APS, taking into account-related costs,

and the availability of qualified centers.

Genetic correlations are less well characterized in

T2DM. Recent data suggest that homozygosis for

Thr92Ala polymorphism of the gene encoding type 2 de-

iodinase (DIO2) is associated with an increased risk of

T2DM [90]. These findings are supported by a meta-ana-

lysis of 11,000 individuals and point to a possible role for

tri-iodothyronine (T3) in modulating insulin sensitivity

[15].

Indications for clinical practice

(1) In T1DM patients, as well as in subjects with latent

autoimmune diabetes of the adult, at initial diagnosis

we recommend serological screening that includes

TSH, TPOAb, and TgAb (especially in TPOAb-

negative children). We suggest that the subsequent

follow-up include annual monitoring of thyroid

function with a TSH determination if TPOAb and/or

TgAb were positive in the presence of euthyroidism;

in patients with negative anti-thyroid antibodies TSH

should be re-evaluated after 2–3 years.

(2) We suggest to evaluate in patients with AITD,

especially in case of younger subjects and/or family

history of T1DM, the possible coexistence or

potential onset of T1DM by measuring fasting

glucose, A1c and ICA and GAD-Abs at the time of

diagnosis of AITD. We suggest to carefully re-

evaluate (fasting glucose and A1c) over the time

subjects with positive ICA and/or GAD-Abs; in

patients with initial normal findings further evalua-

tion can rely on clinical findings.

(3) We suggest that T1DM patients, with or without

concomitant AITD, should be evaluated for associ-

ated autoimmune diseases. The evaluation of auto-

immune gastritis should be performed by

determination of anti-gastric parietal cell autoanti-

bodies, gastrinemia, and red blood cell evaluation

and, in case of anemia and/or hypergastrinemia,

gastric endoscopy. The evaluation of celiac disease

should be performed by determination of IgA and

IgG anti-transglutaminase antibodies, and, if posi-

tive, gastric and duodenal endoscopy with biopsy.

All these investigations should be performed at the

onset of T1DM and periodically repeated (every

2–3 years) if initially negative.

Hyperthyroidism and diabetes

An increased risk of severe hyperglycemia, occasionally

complicated by ketoacidosis, is well established in diabetic

patients with thyrotoxicosis when compared to diabetic

patients with normal thyroid function [15, 91]. Key events

are increased hepatic glucose production and intestinal

glucose absorption, lower insulin half-life due to increased

rate of degradation, release of insulin precursors, and bio-

logically inactive pro-insulin [92]. Hyperthyroidism is

associated with increasing insulin resistance [93–95]. In

T2DM, serum insulin levels are reported to increase after

the appearance of a thyrotoxic state. This alteration is

readily corrected by the restoration of normal thyroid

function [96]. For these reasons, new onset hyperglycemia

in a hyperthyroid subject should be re-evaluated after the

correction of thyroid dysfunction [97]. Hyperthyroidism

considerably worsens metabolic control in diabetic patients

and can be a precipitating factor leading to diabetic ke-

toacidosis (DKA). Whenever DKA has no apparent trigger,

thyrotoxicosis should be ruled out as one of the potential

precipitating factors [98, 99]. The clinical diagnosis of

diabetes may be delayed in patients with thyrotoxicosis

while, on the other hand, the clinical picture of decom-

pensated diabetes may mask symptoms of thyrotoxicosis.

Unfortunately, serum thyroid hormone assay during the

state of DKA can provide unreliable results due to low-T3

syndrome [100].

Prevalence of Graves’ orbitopathy (GO) is reportedly

higher in subjects with T1DM, due to both the common

autoimmune basis and the potential role played by diabetic

microangiopathy. The prevalence of dysthyroid optic

neuropathy is higher owing to the greater vulnerability of

the optic nerve to endo-orbital pressure; the prognosis is

worse in patients with GO associated with DM compared

to patients with GO alone [54]. Finally, in patients with

T2DM, the coexistence of hyperthyroidism may increase

the already high risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD)

[101–104].

Indications for clinical practice

(1) We suggest the evaluation of thyroid function during

DKA to rule out an unapparent hyperthyroidism. The

hormonal profile should be cautiously considered

due to frequent coexistence of a low-T3 syndrome.

(2) We suggest an adjustment of therapy in patients with

diabetes after the occurrence of hyperthyroidism.

(3) We suggest considering diabetic patients with

hyperthyroidism, especially if aged or with previous

CVD or atrial fibrillation, as a group at high risk of

adverse cardiovascular outcomes.
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(4) We recommend re-evaluating newly detected hyper-

glycemia in hyperthyroid subjects after control of

thyroid dysfunction.

Hypothyroidism and diabetes

Clinical hypothyroidism is a condition characterized by

insulin resistance due to the decreased ability of insulin-

mediated translocation of glucose by glucose transporter 4

(GLUT-4) [105–107]. The deficiency of thyroid hormones

seems to reduce the expression of sodium-dependent

GLUT-4 of the brush border of bowel cells, which may

reduce intestinal glucose absorption [107]. Furthermore,

hypothyroidism is associated with a reduction in hepatic

glucose production [107]. Therefore, the lowest capacity to

metabolize (and utilize) glucose in the periphery is bal-

anced by a reduced hepatic glucose production and by the

lower intestinal absorption of carbohydrates. In diabetic

patients treated with glucose-lowering drugs, the develop-

ment of hypothyroidism may potentially lead to an

increased risk of hypoglycemia due to reduced endogenous

production of glucose [12, 70]. In case of insulin resistance,

impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), or overt diabetes, an

assessment of thyroid function is recommended; in case of

hypothyroidism, a glucometabolic evaluation (oral glucose

tolerance test, OGTT) should be repeated after restoring

normal thyroid function [105].

Poor metabolic control of T2DM is frequently associated

with transient abnormalities of thyroid function: TSH levels in

the range of subclinical hypothyroidism are reversed to nor-

mal with the improvement of the glucometabolic state [104].

Moreover, uncontrolled diabetes may dampen the effective-

ness of L-thyroxine treatment in hypothyroidism [12, 70, 104].

Overt hypothyroidism, due to possible deranging effects in

dyslipidemia, hypertension, and insulin resistance, may

increase the CV risk associated with diabetes [108]. The lipid

profile is only partially normalized by L-thyroxine replace-

ment therapy. Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and non-

high-density lipoprotein cholesterol targets in subjects at high

CV risk, such as those with T2DM (\100 mg/dL and

\130 mg/dL, respectively), require combination therapy to

achieve a further 10–20 % reduction [109].

The risk of statin-induced myopathy is greater in

hypothyroid subjects [110, 111]. Accordingly, a lower

statin dose should be administered in combination with

other lipid-lowering treatments, if needed [108, 111–118].

The rate of progression from subclinical to overt hypo-

thyroidism is similar in diabetic patients and in the general

population [15]. In case of positive TPOAb [9, 69, 119],

monitoring of TSH should be performed at 6- to 12-month

intervals. There are no reliable data concerning the role

played by subclinical hypothyroidism on metabolic control

[70, 120] and CV risk in diabetes [9, 69, 108, 112, 121].

Although there is no clear evidence of benefit yet, cautious

replacement therapy should be considered in light of high

CV risk [122, 123]. Both subclinical and overt hypothy-

roidism appear to be an adjunctive risk factor for the

occurrence of diabetic nephropathy and retinopathy.

However, there is no clear evidence that L-thyroxine

replacement therapy can reduce the risk and/or progression

of diabetic microvascular complications [124–130].

Indications for clinical practice

(1) In case of repeated hypoglycemic episodes, espe-

cially in T1DM patients, we suggest to rule out

hypothyroidism by assaying serum TSH.

(2) In patients with dyslipidemia, we recommend the use

of statins only after TSH determination and correc-

tion of possible hypothyroidism to prevent the risk of

myopathy.

(3) In diabetic patients with subclinical hypothyroidism,

we recommend a TSH check every 6 months for

possible progression to overt hypothyroidism and the

consequent changes in insulin resistance.

(4) The correction of subclinical hypothyroidism in the

course of DM may be considered even if serum TSH

is 5–10 mIU/L, especially if associated with symp-

toms, goiter, or the desire for pregnancy.

(5) We recommend evaluating TSH in patients with insulin

resistance, IGT, or overt diabetes. We suggest to repeat

a glucometabolic evaluation (OGTT) after restoring

normal thyroid function in hypothyroid patients.

Diabetes and disorders of thyroid function in pregnancy

and post-partum

A modestly increased risk of gestational diabetes mellitus

(GDM) might be present in pregnant women with sub-

clinical hypothyroidism compared to euthyroid pregnant

women [131]. The incidence of thyroid dysfunction during

pregnancy in diabetic women is three times higher than in

the general female population, particularly in the first tri-

mester of pregnancy and in the first year post-partum [77].

Up to 25 % of women with T1DM may develop post-

partum thyroid dysfunction [132] due to the rebound effect

of autoimmune processes in the post-partum period in

subjects with undiagnosed Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.

Women with T1DM show TPOAbs more frequently

during pregnancy compared to non-diabetic pregnant

women [132–134]. The finding of elevated serum TSH

levels associated with AITD in the early phase of preg-

nancy has also been associated with increased risk of GDM

[66, 135]. Women with T1DM and positive TPOAb thyroid
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function should be monitored by TSH determination at 3,

6, and 12 months after delivery [136].

Indications for clinical practice

(1) We recommend TSH and TPOAb determination in

women with T1DM planning pregnancy or at the

beginning of pregnancy, keeping in mind that serum

TSH levels should be in the range of 0.2–2.5 mUI/L

in the first trimester.

(2) We suggest screening for gestational diabetes if TSH

is higher than the normal trimester-specific values in

the first part of pregnancy.

(3) In case of positive TPOAbs and normal serum TSH

during pregnancy, TSH levels should be checked at

3, 6, and 12 months after delivery.

Association of thyroid dysfunction and T1DM

in children

AITD, especially Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, is the most

common immune process in children and adolescents with

T1DM [24, 32, 35, 39, 40, 85, 137]. Most patients are

asymptomatic at diagnosis; altered (overt or subclinical)

thyroid function occurs only in a few subjects, 80 % of

which are hypothyroid and 20 % hyperthyroid [70]. AITD

appears to be related to the onset of T1DM in prepubertal

patients, and the clinical features of diabetes are more

severe as compared to diabetics without AITD. These data

highlight the importance of screening for AITD in T1DM,

paying particular attention to prepubertal age [120].

Subclinical hypothyroidism is associated to an increased

risk of symptomatic hypoglycemia. The correction of

hypothyroidism improves metabolic control, reducing

hypoglycemic events [70]. Data concerning the association

between Graves’ disease and T1DM in childhood and

adolescence are limited [24, 32, 35, 39, 40, 137].

Indications for clinical practice

(1) We suggest screening for AITD (TSH, TPOAb,

TgAb, followed by possible thyroid ultrasound) in

the pediatric population with T1DM.

(2) We do not recommend the periodic determination of

TRAb in T1DM.

Goiter, nodules, and carcinoma of the thyroid

in diabetics

Multinodular goiter is reportedly increased in T2DM

patients [138, 139]. However, the risk of thyroid cancer is

not increased in individuals with DM [140–142].

Indications for clinical practice

(1) We so not suggest routine ultrasound screening of

the thyroid gland in T2DM patients at diagnosis.

(2) We recommend that the diagnostic evaluation of

nodular thyroid disease in diabetic patients follow

the guidelines as for the general population.

Treatment of diabetes and thyroid function

Some drugs used in the treatment of diabetes can affect

thyroid function. Thyroid dysfunction, on the other hand,

may affect the therapy of diabetes.

Metformin

A correlation between metformin (the first-choice drug for

T2DM [143]) and the onset of hypothyroidism in euthyroid

patients with T2DM has been reported. Patients treated

with metformin exhibited significantly higher TSH values

than untreated patients. However, metformin therapy no

longer appeared as an independent predictor when other

variables such as BMI, hyperlipidemia, and macrovascular

diabetic complications were included in multiple regres-

sion analysis [71]. In diabetic patients with primary

hypothyroidism, a slow decline in plasma TSH levels was

reported a few months after metformin treatment began,

which was not associated with alterations in plasma FT4

and FT3 concentrations. This decline is reversible after

metformin discontinuation and does not occur in euthyroid

subjects [144–147]. Therefore, although the actual effect of

metformin is yet to be determined, TSH levels in hypo-

thyroid patients should be monitored in the 12 months after

beginning metformin treatment.

Thyroid cancer size is reportedly smaller in patients

treated with metformin, possibly suggesting drug-induced

inhibition of tumor growth. The absence of metformin

therapy might represent an independent factor for a

decreased likelihood of cancer and increased risk of shorter

progression-free survival [148].

Sulfonylureas (SU)

Anti-thyroid and ‘‘goitrogen’’ effects were reported in

patients on SU therapy. Such effects can be caused by a

reduction of iodine uptake induced by first-generation SU

(carbutamide, chlorpropamide, and tolbutamide). More-

over, thyroid volume reportedly increased with reduced

iodine uptake after 4 months’ treatment with gliclazide

[149–154]. Such data, however, should not be currently

regarded as a contraindication to SU therapy in patients

with nodular thyroid disease.
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Glitazones

Exacerbation of GO was described in patients with T2DM

following treatment with glitazones apparently not associ-

ated with changes in thyroid functional status [155].

Interruption of pioglitazone treatment did not result in

remission of GO. Hence, GO worsening cannot be attrib-

uted to glitazone-induced edema. In vitro, treatment with

pioglitazone induced a two- to eightfold increase in the rate

of differentiation of pre-adipocytes in orbital adipose tis-

sue. Thus, thiazolidinediones should be administered with

caution in diabetic patients with active GO [155–158].

Rosiglitazone therapy might reduce thyroid cancer risk in

patients with T2DM [159].

Incretin mimetics

Preclinical studies in animal models have shown an asso-

ciation between treatment with exenatide or liraglutide and

the appearance of abnormalities of thyroid C cells, with

progressive development of hyperplasia and adenomas.

The lesions were preceded by an increase in plasma cal-

citonin levels. In clinical studies in humans, no significant

changes in calcitonin levels were observed in treated

patients as compared to controls. The absence of such an

event in humans is likely due to greater sensitivity and

density of glucagon-like peptide (GLP)-1 receptors in rat C

cells as well as the high dosage employed in animal

models. Liraglutide, however, is not recommended in

patients with a personal or family history of medullary

thyroid carcinoma or type 2 multiple endocrine neoplasia

(MEN-2) [160–164].

Insulin

Insulin therapy does not appear to cause alterations in

thyroid function. Insulin requirements increase in insulin-

treated patients developing thyrotoxicosis [12, 165]. On the

contrary, insulin requirements decrease in insulin-treated

patients developing hypothyroidism resulting from lower

intestinal glucose absorption and reduced hepatic glucose

production. Therefore, a reduction in insulin dose should

be considered to prevent hypoglycemia, and doses should

be modulated with the correction of hypothyroidism [12,

70, 165].

Treatment of thyroid disease and diabetes

Excessive L-thyroxine therapy may induce iatrogenic

hyperthyroidism determining impaired glycemic metabo-

lism. It does not appear that anti-thyroid drugs determine

an appreciable effect on glycemic control, apart from a

possible iatrogenic hypothyroidism. The use of ß-blockers

in thyrotoxicosis may adversely affect hypoglycemia

awareness in the diabetic patient [166, 167]. Corticoste-

roids used as treatment of GO, or to prevent its exacerba-

tion after the administration of 131-I, may result in

worsening of glycemic control or in the onset of an iatro-

genic form of diabetes.

Indications for clinical practice

(1) We recommend re-evaluating the thyroid profile in

6–12 months after starting treatment with metformin

in diabetic patients suffering from primary hypo-

thyroidism on L-thyroxine.

(2) There is insufficient evidence on whether to suggest

performing a check of serum TSH and FT4 levels

and a thyroid ultrasound in patients treated with SU.

(3) We do not recommend administering pioglitazone to

diabetic patients with GO.

(4) We recommend taking into careful consideration the

negative effects on metabolic control that may be

induced by corticosteroid therapy in case of onset/

exacerbation of GO.

(5) We recommend avoiding GLP-1 analogs in individ-

uals with a personal or family history of medullary

thyroid carcinoma or MEN-2.

(6) We recommend re-evaluating insulin requirements

in patients with hypothyroidism in light of increased

hypoglycemic risk.

(7) We recommend that special precautions for thyro-

toxicosis be taken in diabetic patients during ß-

blocker therapy because of the associated increased

risk of hypoglycemia unawareness.
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